Compassion Flight Rebates

Phillips 66® Aviation is committed to supporting pilots that volunteer their time and aircraft to charities that provide free air transportation to patients whose financial resources would not otherwise enable them to receive medical treatment or diagnosis, or who may live in rural areas without access to commercial airlines. These charities also provide a vital mode of transportation for organs, blood and for patients awaiting organ transplants. As a proud supporter of pilots that fly compassion flights organized by eligible charitable organizations, we provide a $1-per-gallon avgas rebate to help support the pilots who unselfishly donate their time and aircraft so that children and adults may access life saving medical care free of charge.

$1-Per-Gallon Fuel Rebate Eligibility Requirements for Pilots:

- Volunteer pilot must be a member of a charitable organization approved by Phillips 66 Aviation to participate in this Program.
- Rebate applies to avgas purchased on the Phillips 66 Aviation Personal Credit Card at Phillips 66-branded FBOs. It does not apply to purchases of jet fuel, motor fuel or other fuel brands.
- Rebate applies to avgas purchased to fly a mission coordinated and approved by a charitable organization participating in this Program.
- Volunteer pilot must complete the Claim Form and submit with the original or a copy of the credit card receipt(s).
- Claim Form with all documentation must be submitted within 90-days of actual flight date.
- The $1-per-gallon rebate will be applied to the pilot’s Phillips 66 Aviation Personal Credit Card balance within 2-3 billing cycles of receipt of the completed Claim Form.
- Further information is available at http://www.phillips66aviation.com/compassion.aspx

Phillips 66®, Phillips 66 Wings® Logo and The Most Trusted Wings In Aviation™ are trademarks of Phillips 66 Company or one of its subsidiaries. Other trademarks mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
Additional Support for Compassion Flight Organizations

WingPoints - Pilots can collect points for their own use
- Pilots earn points when purchasing aviation fuel at participating Phillips 66 FBOs
  - Get your WingPoints cards at your local Phillips 66 FBO
  - More information at [www.wingpoints.com](http://www.wingpoints.com)

WingPoints - Donations to Compassion Flight Organizations
- Pilots earn WingPoints when purchasing aviation fuel at participating Phillips 66 FBOs
  - Get your WingPoints cards at your local Phillips 66 FBO
  - Register your card at [www.wingpoints.com](http://www.wingpoints.com)
- Donate your points to the Compassion Flight Organization
- More information at [www.wingpoints.com](http://www.wingpoints.com)

Set up a group WingPoints account
- Talk with your local Phillips 66 FBO to obtain enough WingPoints cards for those who wish to participate, or call 866-703-5680
- Have each cardholder register their card at [www.wingpoints.com](http://www.wingpoints.com)
- Select one card to be the “Parent Card”
- Fill out the enclosed “Card Linking Worksheet” to link all the cards together
- All points collected from these cards will be consolidated under the “Parent Card”
- The group can then cash in the points for gift cards (such as prepaid VISA debit cards that can be used as cash, or gift cards through a number of companies)

---

WingPoints® rewards program, is administered by Kickback Rewards Systems on behalf of Phillips 66 Company. Phillips 66®, Phillips 66 Wings® Logo, The Most Trusted Wings In Aviation™, WingPoints® and Rewards With Altitude® are trademarks of Phillips 66 Company or one of its subsidiaries. Other trademarks mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
Use Programs Together

For Flights

- Pay for fuel with your Phillips 66 Aviation Personal Credit Card
- Get a $1/gallon rebate for your fuel purchases
- Present your WingPoints Card when you purchase your fuel
- Get Double WingPoints for paying with your Phillips 66 Personal Card

Example:
- Buy 30 gallons of fuel
- Pay with your Phillips 66 Aviation Personal Credit Card
- Get a $30 rebate on your Phillips 66 Aviation Personal Credit Card
- Present your WingPoints Card
- Get 20 points per gallon of fuel - 600 points total

Note: The Double WingPoints are earned any time you pay for your fuel with your Phillips 66 Aviation Personal Credit Card at participating Phillips FBOs, not just during compassion flights.
Use Programs Together

WingPoint Reward Levels

Participants can choose rewards levels

- 20,000 Points = $25 Reward
- 35,000 Points = $50 Reward
- 60,000 Points = $100 Reward

• Participants can choose to donate points toward charity
Responsibilities

Compassion Flight Organization:
- Distributes the Phillips 66 Compassion Flight Rebate Form to the mission pilot
  - Rebate forms are only for use with flights coordinated and approved by a charitable organization participating in this program

Compassion Flight Pilot:
- Purchased fuel at Phillips 66 branded FBOs using a Phillips 66 Aviation Personal Card
  - Complete the Rebate Form and follow instructions on the form to submit claim

Phillips 66:
- Process claims submitted by pilots.
- Communicate program changes if applicable.

*Phillips 66®, Phillips 66 Wings® Logo and The Most Trusted Wings In Aviation™ are trademarks of Phillips 66 Company or one of its subsidiaries. Other trademarks mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.*